Interested in improving your presentation skills?

Check out these sessions & opportunities this week

1. Outstanding Student Presentation Award Winners from 2017 Fall Meeting
   This Student Engagement to Enhance Development (SEED) session showcases effective communication from emerging scientists on research topics from a wide array of content areas. Join some 2017 Outstanding Student Presentation Award (OSPA) winners for a series of lightning talks that convey their research objective, methods, and results in a manner understandable by the general AGU audience, an increasingly necessary skill in science.
   Monday 10 December // Convention Center: Poster Hall, eLightening Theater I
   - U11B // 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM
   - U12B // 10:20 AM - 12:20 PM
   - U13B // 1:40 PM - 3:40 PM
   - U14B // 4:00 PM - 6:00 PM

2. Mentoring365 Live
   Selected students and early career scientists get paired with more experienced attendees. Mentors provide advice that ranges from presentation feedback and resume reviews to guidance throughout Fall Meeting. Apply now: https://mentoring365.chronus.com/p/p2/

3. More Opportunities on Presenting Science
   - Sharing Science sessions and events help you communicate science in creative ways. Visit the Science Communication / Sharing Science room (Convention Center, Room 203 A-B) or check out the list online.
   - Join the Art & Science Community in AGU Connect and learn about sessions at the intersection of science and art. There’s also a FREE art exhibit at National Academy of Sciences each day from 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM. Photo ID required.
   - AGU’s Centennial kicks off at Fall Meeting 2018. There are many ways to get engaged, including AGU Narratives. Tell your own science story or offer to interview others as a way to practice communication skills and capture stories for history.

Not a student?
Please volunteer as an OSPA judge at https://ospa.agu.org/2018/ospa/